
Redmi Note 9 Max Pro
Xiaomi  Redmi  is  continuously  launching  budget-oriented
smartphones. Recently Xiaomi has launched Redmi Note 9 Max
Pro, this device is a part of the Redmi Note 9 series and
shares a lot of similar hardcore as well. The announcement of
releasing Redmi note 9 Max pro was made in  March and it will
be launched in May 2020. 

This Smartphone runs on Android 10 (MIUI 11) and is powered by
the  Qualcomm  Snapdragon  720G  SoC  chipset,  with  Octa-core
(2×2.3 GHz Kryo 465 Gold & 6×1.8 GHz Kryo 465 Silver). It
supports IPS LCD capacitive touchscreen in 16M colors, has a
6.67 inches display screen with a screen resolution of 1080 x
2400 pixels, and is protected by corning gorilla glass 5. The
phone is offered in three alternatives, 6GB RAM with 64GB
storage, 6GB RAM with 128GB storage, and 8GB RAM with 128GB
storage with a supportive battery life of  5,020mAh. 

It will be a great deal for camera lovers as this phone has
great camera features. Rear camera with 64 MP+8MP+5MP+2MP and
features like LED flash, HDR, panorama and selfie camera with
32MP with features like HDR, panorama and basic connectivity
features such as GPS, Bluetooth, WiFi, VOLTE, etc.and also
provides additional features like Auto Flash, Digital Zoom,
Touch to focus, and Face detection. Some sensor features with
Fingerprint  (side-mounted),  accelerometer,  gyro,  proximity,
compass. 

This phone will be available in three colors that are Aurora
Blue,  Glacier  White,  Interstellar  Black.  The  prices  vary
according to their variants in India. The expected price for
the 6GB RAM variant with 64GB storage is priced at Rs 16,499,
128GB storage variant is priced at Rs 17,999, and 8GB RAM
variant and 128GB storage is priced at Rs 19,999. It will be
soon available on all e-commerce sites. 

https://www.thethrive.in/tech-zone/redmi-note-9-max-pro/

